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Abstract. Failures of traditional survey methods for measuring political climate and forecasting high impact events such as elections, oﬀers
opportunities to seek alternative methods. The analysis of social networks with computational linguistic methods have been proved to be
useful as an alternative, but several studies related to these areas were
conducted after the event (post hoc). Since 2017 was the election year for
the 2018–2022 period for Chile and, moreover, there were three instances
of elections in this year. This condition makes a good environment to conduct a case study for forecasting these elections with the use of social
media as the main source of Data. This paper describes the implementation of multiple algorithms of supervised machine learning to do political
sentiment analysis to predict the outcome of each election with Twitter
data. These algorithms are Decision Trees, AdaBoost, Random Forest,
Linear Support Vector Machines and ensemble voting classiﬁers. Manual
annotations of a training set are conducted by experts to label pragmatic
sentiment over the tweets mentioning an account or the name of a candidate to train the algorithms. Then a predictive set is collected days
before the election and an automatic classiﬁcation is performed. Finally
the distribution of votes for each candidate is obtained from this classiﬁed set on the positive sentiment of the tweets. Ultimately, an accurate
prediction was achieved using an ensemble voting classiﬁer with a Mean
Absolute Error of 0.51% for the second round.
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Introduction

2016 was a year in which two classic institutions undoubtedly failed: the media
and surveys of public opinion. They failed in their capacity to probe important
socio-political dynamics and in their predictive capacity, regarding high impact
events. These events include the 2016 US presidential election, the Brexit poll
and the Colombian 2016 peace agreement referendum. For this reason, new alternatives to measure the political climate have arisen to meet these needs.
Nowadays, the massive use of social networks has allowed for multiple interactions between users, who express their opinions on diﬀerent topics, people,
events and brands. Moreover, the use of social networks in election years, people
tend to comment about the candidates, either by their proposals or by their performance in media related events. To extract the relevant information from these
political opinions, diﬀerent Computational Linguistic methods can be applied,
such as Sentiment Analysis (SA) on these interactions to get the overall political
sentiment.
Twitter is one of the most inﬂuential social networks for sharing political
messages. This platform is a micro-blogging site, which allows users to broadcast
short messages with a maximum of 140 characters (recently increased to 280
characters) called “tweets”. With over 328 million monthly active users and 500
million tweets generated per day [23], Twitter has the potential of becoming a
valuable source when analyzing sentiment, and, even more so, political related
sentiment in an election year.
During 2017, Chile had three instances of elections (Primaries, First and
Second round) providing a rich environment to measure the political climate.
Furthermore, given that several studies related to forecasting of elections have
been conducted, [6,8,12,20,27,31], a similar exercise may be undertaken into
the Chilean reality so as to examine the outcome of similar methods. Not only
that, but several of these studies have been conducted post hoc, so they cannot
be taken as true forecasting.
Given all this, the main goal of this study is to make three predictions Ex
Ante of each instance of the 2017 Chilean presidential elections. The approach
taken to make these predictions is using Supervised machine learning algorithms
with Sentiment Analysis techniques. First a number of experts do a manual
pragmatic sentiment labeling over tweets collected over a period of time before
the elections, which serves as the input for the diﬀerent classiﬁcation models.
The tweets then are collected ten days before the prediction day, classiﬁed, and
the distribution of the overall preferences of those tweets is analyzed to make
the prediction. Finally, these predictions are contrasted with the true results of
the elections after the event has occurred.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, the state of the art is presented.
Section 3 describes both the problem and the data used in this study. In Sect. 4,
the methodology is shown, detailing the process carried out through the 3 elections, data processing, the metric to be used and the models applied. Finally, in
Sect. 5 the results are discussed and in Sect. 6 the conclusions of the study are
presented.
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State of the Art

The development and use of social networks lets millions of users to generate
knowledge and, in turn, share it in an easy way that has allowed widespread
growth. Given this phenomenon, there is an interest in ﬁnding methods to monitor public opinion and behavior, regarding a wide variety of topics. [18,21,28].
Such topics include the areas of health, economy, and politics, the latter being
the one pertaining to this research.
One way of carrying out this monitoring is by means of Sentiment Analysis,
which consists of the use of natural language processing tools, in addition to
computational linguistics, in order to assign a polarity value to a document [25].
In the social network context, it has been observed that Twitter may be used as
a corpus to which these techniques could be applied, therefore extracting useful
information [1,17,24].
Regarding the exercise of making political predictions employing social networks, one of the ﬁrst seminal studies was the one proposed by Tumasjan
et al. [31], in which the German federal elections of 2009 were analyzed. In
that research it was found that the number of messages analyzed reﬂected the
distribution of the votes in the election. It is worth noting that, albeit this was
an initial approach, there are certain studies that thereupon detected particular
problems with this method.
Therefore, Gayo-Avello et al. [14,15] identiﬁed certain problems regarding
inconsistencies in various studies dealing with predictions carried out using the
social network Twitter. These problems ranged from methodological ﬂaws in
which the studies were not predictive (post hoc prediction), statistical ﬂaws in
which the samples were not representative, and issues related to the training of
the models, among other concerns. Furthermore, there are several authors that
likewise detected conﬂictive results and shortcomings in the prediction process
using Twitter [10,16,20,22].
With the aforementioned further research, new studies arose, which took into
consideration the deﬁciencies detected by [14]. An example of this is Bermingham
and Smeaton [3], where a study applied to the general elections of Ireland as a case
study was carried out, integrating sentiment analysis to the prediction process.The
authors conclude that Twitter possesses in fact some predictive power, and that it
becomes marginally improved when sentiment analysis is incorporated.
Other studies that have used sentiment analysis to make predictions of electoral results have been: the U.K. general elections of 2010 [12], the Dutch senate
elections of 2011 [27], the French elections of 2012 [8], the U.K. general elections
of 2015 [6] and the U.S. presidential elections of 2016 [29]. All these studies
agree that Sentiment Analysis boosts the predictive power of their methods.
However, the issue of these studies remains, in their inability to tackle all the
problems identiﬁed by Gayo-Avello [14]. Regarding this, Beauchamp [2] made a
study concerning the extrapolation and interpolation of vote intention in the US
presidential elections of 2012 dealing with most of these problems. Nonetheless,
it still presents the problematic that is a post hoc prediction, instead of real
forecasting.
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Problem and Dataset

In this section the deﬁnition of the problem of this study is introduced: 2017 as
an election year for Chile. Also, the dataset and the candidates who participated
in each of the elections are described.
3.1

Problem Definition

During 2017 in Chile, there were several presidential referendums for the upcoming presidential period 2018–2022, which were divided up throughout the year
in primary elections, ﬁrst round and second round.
Two political coalitions participated in the primary elections: “Chile Vamos”
(Right-wing coalition) and “Frente Amplio” (Left-wing coalition). In the rightwing coalition, there were three participants: Sebastián Piñera, Felipe Kast and
Manuel José Ossandón. In the left-wing coalition, there were only two: Beatriz
Sánchez and Alberto Mayol. Since there were only two coalitions, this election
was taken as two independent elections on the same day, which was July 2nd.
The winners of these elections were Sebastian Piñera for “Chile Vamos”, and
Beatriz Sánchez for “Frente Amplio”.
In the ﬁrst round, the two winners of the primary elections participated in
an election with six other candidates. These were: Alejandro Navarro, Eduardo
Artés, José Antonio Kast, Carolina Goic, Marco Enrı́quez Ominami and Alejandro Guillier. This election was held on November 19th and the winners of that
election were Sebastián Piñera and Alejandro Guillier.
Finally, the second round was carried out on December 17 with the winners
mentioned above. The results of this election were that Sebastian Piñera won
over Alejandro Guillier with 54.57% of the voting preferences.
Given the sustained growth of social networks in Chile and Latin America
[30], these instances presented an interesting test case to do automated SA over
the social networks. An immediate application is to analyze the behavior and
opinions of the users and their messages on social networks given the participation of the candidates in media events. Although Facebook is the social network
with the largest number of interactions, the Twitter API turned out to be more
permissive at the time to track the interactions of users. This allows to check
derived interactions of media events related to the candidates.
For this particular reason, it is very interesting to track the opinions of the
people in presidential election years and ﬁnd the opinions and preferences of
the people regarding the participating candidates. This in order to ﬁnd indicators/variables that can help in the prediction process. In recent years, traditional
instruments (surveys) have failed worldwide to make predictions in diﬀerent
political events [7,32], Chile in year 2017 being another example of this.
Given all this, the question arises whether the methods based on machine
learning using data from social networks serve as a reliable predictor. Conveniently, the nature of this year, allowed to perform three prediction exercises
related to this area. Therefore, this study is expected to be valuable for the
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body of knowledge related to predictions using social networks, providing an
insight into the merits and challenges of the applied approach.
3.2

Dataset

The dataset used for this study corresponds to a compilation of tweets generated during the presidential campaigns of the year 2017 by all the users that
made mention of either the presidential candidate’s account, or the name and
surname of each candidate in the messages. In total, there has been tracking to
11 candidates, from May 14th to December 19th of 2017, being this last date on
the day of the Second round of the presidential elections in Chile.
The ﬁrst thing to mention is that we have gathered two kinds of tweets: the
original message and the Retweets (RT). As its name implies, the ﬁrst consists
of a message in which the user wants to express something related to a certain
candidate. The number of original messages obtained during each period of time
is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Original tweets collected through the elections periods of the year.
Corpus

Primary elections First round Second round

Alberto Mayol

53957

-

-

Felipe Kast

66914

-

-

Manuel Jose Ossandon

94564

-

-

Alejandro Navarro

-

29524

-

Eduardo Artes

-

10070

-

Jose Antonio Kast

-

259248

-

Carolina Goic

-

130196

-

Marco Enriquez Ominami -

147941

-

Beatriz Sánchez

197415

-

115605

Alejandro Guillier

-

34316

117258

Sebastian Piñera

195566

572222

304911

Total

526606

1380932

422169

On the other hand, the RT consists of an action by means of which the users
are able to replicate an original message as it was written, without adding any
content to it. Although this message is the same as the original, it is delivered
by another user, providing information for the tweets Sentiment Analysis. The
total number of RTs for each candidate during the diﬀerent election periods are
presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Retweets collected through the elections periods of the year.
Corpus

Primary elections First round Second round

Alberto Mayol

110514

-

-

Felipe Kast

138577

-

-

Manuel Jose Ossandon

140451

-

-

Alejandro Navarro

-

74143

-

Eduardo Artes

-

14645

-

Jose Antonio Kast

-

760073

-

Carolina Goic

-

355002

-

Marco Enriquez Ominami -

368539

-

Beatriz Sánchez

421894

-

263900

Alejandro Guillier

-

99164

344868

Sebastian Piñera

414321

1225873

799633

Total

1067763

3319333

1144501

Regarding both tables, the tracking was limited for each candidate to the
round they participated in. One of the features observed is that there is a higher
amount of RTs than original messages. This could be relevant, since doing tracking of the RTs, possible inﬂuencers of this social network could be detected.
Another thing to take into account is that along as the diﬀerent instances of elections were being conducted, the participation in this social network increased.
Finally, the candidate with the highest number of messages was Sebastián Piñera
and the one with the lowest number of messages was Eduardo Artes.
As for the manual sentiment analysis of tweets, it was carried out by six
experts trained to detect the polarity of the messages. They conducted this
labeling process mainly in particular time schedules related to certain media
events (interviews, debates, etc.) Concerning the possible sentiments, they correspond to three labels: Positive, Negative, and Neutral. It should be noted that
the sentiment analysis approach is based on a pragmatic labeling, rather than
a semantic one. This means that the polarity is labeled over the context of the
tweet, instead of the semantic polarity of the words composing the tweet. Given
this, if a tweet was labeled as positive for a candidate, the feeling is transferred
only to it because of the context. Table 3 shows the total volume of tweets tagged
for each of the candidates tracked through the three elections.
In the case of labeled tweets, there is no balance between positive and negative classes for each candidate. Regarding neutral tweets, these correspond to
most of the tweets labeled for all candidates, with the exception of Manuel Jose
Ossandon. Finally, the candidate that generated the most labeled activity was
Sebastian Piñera, while the one with least labeled activity was Eduardo Artes.
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Table 3. Labeled tweets obtained from the experts from all the elections.
Corpus
Alberto Mayol
Felipe Kast
Manuel Jose Ossandon

5994

3711

14932

17635

5382

7383

4786

13827

11908

Alejandro Navarro

772

3581

9432

Eduardo Artes

161

2356

5570

11327

4070

55787

7980

2901

25217

Jose Antonio Kast
Carolina Goic
Marco Enriquez Ominami

15495

4421

35170

Beatriz Sánchez

17579

25008

56648

Alejandro Guillier

6876

9262

63925

Sebastian Piñera

37082

51587

102459

125687

126106

388431

Total

4

Positive Negative Neutral

Methodolody

Since throughout the year, three election processes were held, the methodology
that was proposed for each of these share certain foundations. The idea behind
it is that in order to make the prediction, ﬁrst a set of tweets is taken before the
election and is separated into two parts: Training set and Prediction set.
The ﬁrst set consists of all the tweets that have a label within a certain date
range, which will serve to train a supervised learning algorithm. The prediction
set, on the other hand, consists of all the tweets regardless of the label, then all
the tweets are selected from the ﬁnal date of the Training set to the date when
the elections will be held. This range of dates is called the prediction window.
Regarding the labels that were used, as the manual classiﬁcation was carried out with a pragmatic approach in which the sentiment is directed to the
candidate, positive labels were used for the training of the algorithm. This is
mainly done by transcribing a positive label to “positive-candidate”. With the
new labels, the classiﬁer will be trained for all the candidates that participated
in that election, with the tweets labeled for the training set. Once the classiﬁers
have been trained, they are applied to the total volume of messages within the
prediction window. This allows to make the prediction for this gross amount,
obtaining a number of preferences of candidates, which are then converted into
the percentages of the prediction.
For the primary elections, a prediction window of 10 days was adopted, and
because it was the ﬁrst predictive exercise, a delta of 3 days before the election
was taken. This was mainly done by what is described in [9], where the authors
indicate that while daily monitoring of social networks is indeed convenient,
there is some evidence that the prediction can be made days before the event.
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With the results obtained from the primary elections, a post-election prediction process was carried out. This process had as a goal to be able to adjust
the models and obtain some information on how the diﬀerent prediction windows and training sets behaved. This was done with the aim of applying this
knowledge in the following elections.
For the elections of the ﬁrst round a prediction window of 10 days was
adopted, as well as for the primary elections. Using the results obtained with
the primary exercise, a date for the prediction 6 days before the election was
chosen.
Finally, with the results obtained, for the second round it was decided to
monitor daily the political preferences. This was done due to the unsatisfactory
results obtained with the election methods of the ﬁrst round, as it will be detailed
in the results section. In this sense, the 10-day prediction window was also kept,
but the prediction date was changed to the day before the elections. Table 4
provides a summary of what was described above for all elections.
Table 4. Date range for the training/prediction sets and how many days before the
election the prediction was made.
Election

Training set dates

Prediction set days

Days before election

Primaries

June 1st–June 19th

June 19th–June 29th

3 days

First round

June 1st–November 6th November 6th–November 16th 5 days

Second round June 1st–December 6th December 6th–December 16th 1 days

In the case of the tweets themselves, a preprocessing of the texts was performed. This includes the elimination of stopwords in Spanish, normalization
of text, eliminating accent marks, removing scores and symbols. Moreover, the
entire messages were taken in lower case. In addition to this, web links and all
mentions to Twitter user accounts (username) were removed as well. The latter was done because they can give noise to the automatic training process of
the classiﬁers. Finally, it was also decided to leave the emojis in the tweets (a
digital image used to express an emotion or idea.) Hashtags (#word) were also
kept, because they can provide useful distinctive information to carry out the
classiﬁcation among candidates.
In order to conﬁrm that the predictions are correct, the results of the elections
will be used as ground truth. The metric used to measure this comparison is the
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the prediction. The MAE is computed as:
n

M AE =

1
|yi − xi |
n i

(1)

1

Where yi corresponds to the prediction made for the i element, and xi corresponds to the real i element value (in this case, the percentage of the electorate
for a candidate).
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In order to carry out the training and prediction, the texts were transformed
using a word bag approach and a unigram representation. In the case of the
algorithms used, they will be detailed in the following subsection.
4.1

Algorithms

In this subsection the six diﬀerent baseline models are presented. These are:
AdaBoost, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Decision Trees, Random Forest
and two voting classiﬁers. The selection of these models is due to the following:
SVM’s have been used since the very beginning of SA, and have proved to deliver
good performances with diﬀerent data sets [19]. On the other hand, there are
not many studies detailing the performance for political sentiment analysis with
AdaBoost and Random Forest, therefore the decision to use them corresponds
to the desire to contribute to the general knowledge on how these algorithms
perform, in this context.
AdaBoost. AdaBoost (Adaptive Boosting) [13] is an ensemble method that
combines weak classiﬁers which have relatively good classiﬁcation accuracy, in
order to make one strong classiﬁer. This process begins with training N classiﬁers
with modiﬁed versions of the data. Subsequently, the individual predictions are
merged through a weighted majority vote to make the ﬁnal prediction. These
weights are updated on each iteration of the boosting algorithm, where erroneous
instances are weighted up and vice versa. A Decision tree was used as the weak
classiﬁers and the hyperparameter tuned in this study corresponds to the amount
of estimators used for the creation of the ensemble.
Support Vector Machines. Support Vector Machines [11] algorithms are a
supervised learning method for both classiﬁcation and regression. SVMs represent the training data as points in a space and use hyperplanes to make separations between classes. Afterwards, by using that space new examples are
projected, and the prediction is made according to which side of the separation
the projection falls on. To make the hyperplanes, the SVMs implements kernels
which allows them to make both linear (linear kernel) and nonlinear separations
(polynomial and radial basis function kernels). For this study, a SVM with a
linear kernel was implemented, which provides one hyperparameter to tune: cost
of misclassiﬁcation of the data on the training process (C).
Decision Trees. Decision Trees (DTs) are a non-parametric supervised learning
method used for classiﬁcation and regression. Their aim is to create a model
that predicts the value of a target variable by learning simple decision rules
inferred from the data. The algorithm used in this study was Classiﬁcation and
Regression Tree (CART) [4], which is based on the C4.5 tree algorithm. The
hyperparameters that were tuned were the separation criteria and the depth of
the tree.
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Random Forest. Random forest (RF) [5] is an ensemble method, which uses
bootstrap aggregation (bagging) over the original features to build a large number
of decision trees. The main objective for RF is to deal with over-ﬁtting and also
reduce the variance between trees. The classiﬁcation then is computed with the
mode of the outputs of each tree within the forest. For RF, the hyperparameter is
the number of DTs used, depth and separation criteria when building the DTs.
Voting Classifier. Voting Classiﬁer is an ensemble method, which groups several classiﬁers to do the classiﬁcation. These are trained in parallel with the same
data, and then vote to make the prediction of a sample. In this study, two voting
classiﬁers have been used, these being Hard and Soft voting classiﬁers. The Hard
Voting (V1) classiﬁer makes a classiﬁcation by majority vote, while the latter
(v2) makes the prediction selecting the largest sum of the predicted probabilities
for all classiﬁers. These voting classiﬁers are built with each method described
previously (AdaBoost, DT, SVM and RF).
4.2

Implementation

In this study, the library scikit-learn [26] was used for the implementation of
the diﬀerent algorithms described in the previous subsection. For the primary
elections, the machine used had an i5 3.2 processor and 16 GB RAM. For the
ﬁrst and second round elections, the machine used had an i9-7900X processor
with 128 GB RAM.

5

Results

As detailed in Sect. 3.1, two coalitions participated in the primary elections, so
the prediction exercise was carried out as if they were two separate elections. For
this reason, the MAE is reported separately, one for each coalition. The MAE
obtained with the diﬀerent algorithms for all elections is presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Mean Absolute Error for each algorithm in each election.
Algorithm P. Chile Vamos P. Frente Amplio First round Second round
AdaBoost 0.0346

0.1684

0.0656

0.0117

LSVM

0.1533

0.1587

0.0909

0.1923

DT

0.1036

0.2363

0.0737

0.1706

RF

0.0860

0.2560

0.0648

0.1750

V1

0.0563

0.2878

0.0635

0.0150

V2

0.1042

0.2057

0.0700

0.0051
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As stated before, the primary elections were divided into two blocks (P. Chile
Vamos and P. Frente Amplio). The best results were obtained by AdaBoost with
an MAE of 3.46% for Chile Vamos’ primary elections. For the Frente Amplio the
lowest MAE was obtained LSVM with a 15.87%. Next, in Fig. 1 the percentages
predicted with AdaBoost vs the actual results of the election are presented.

Fig. 1. Percentages of the prediction versus the real values for Chile Vamos election
using AdaBoost

Fig. 2. Percentages of the prediction versus the real values for Frente Amplio election
using Linear Support Vector Machine
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On the other hand, Fig. 2 presents the results obtained for the Frente
Amplio’s primary elections, where there is a clear deviation of the prediction
versus the real electoral votes.
Regarding the elections of the ﬁrst round, the Hard voting classiﬁer (V1)
obtained the best results, achieving an MAE of 6.35%. Although all the classiﬁers
obtained an MAE under 10%, it was found that when comparing the results of
the prediction versus the real values, all the classiﬁers had a tendency to give
a greater favoritism to J. Kast than to Guillier (runner up of the ﬁrst round).

Fig. 3. Percentages of the prediction versus the real values for ﬁrst round election using
Hard Voting Classiﬁer

Fig. 4. Percentages of the prediction versus the real values for second round election
using Soft Voting Classiﬁer
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The Fig. 3 shows what was indicated previously in the prediction obtained by
the best classiﬁer for this election.
Finally, for the second round the soft voting classiﬁer (V2) obtained an MAE
of 0.51%, being the lowest MAE throughout the study. Figure 4 shows the prediction results for V2, detailing the narrow margin between the prediction and
the real election result.

6

Discussion

With the results obtained, AdaBoost had an overall good performance. This
is because it obtained the best result in one ofjavascript:void(0); the elections
(P. Chile Vamos), and results closer to the lowest MAE consistently. It must be
pointed out that although each election was made throughout the year 2017, the
use of social networks in political campaigns was used in a more active manner
in the ﬁrst and second round. Apart from this, the immediate deployment of
these models to obtain early information in the primaries could have worked
against the aim of the study. For this reason, the primary elections served as a
good prediction exercise, both to get an idea of what the elections were going
to be like, and to reﬁne the hyperparameters of the models in order to obtain
the lowest MAE possible. The main objective of this was to prepare for the ﬁrst
and second round elections.
Concerning the results of the primary elections, the results obtained were
close to the real percentages for Chile Vamos’ election, with an MAE of 3.46%.
On the other hand, Frente Amplio’s results had an MAE of 15.87%, where the
prediction was correct on who was going to win (Fig. 2), although the values were
further apart from the real electorate percentages. It should also be noted that
the best classiﬁer for Frente Amplio’s prediction (LSVM), although it obtained
the lowest MAE for that prediction, in the other elections its performance was
the worst in all cases. This is an important issue for future research.
For the ﬁrst round although an MAE of 6.35% was obtained, the results of the
prediction show a bias for J. Kast. This ﬁnding is not surprising, given that he
had a strong social network campaign over the last 2 weeks before the elections.
Due to this, the bias probably was related to one of the main concerns proposed
by Gayo-Avello [14] related to “all the tweets are assumed to be trustworthy”.
Regarding this, Post hoc analysis showed that malicious behavior related to false
accounts generating fake activity in favor of the Candidate (Astroturﬁng), and
that it was present not only for J. Kast, but other candidates as well.
Regarding these same elections, the reason behind the bad performance of
candidate Guillier (runner up), is due to the fact that there was an error in
capturing the interactions for said candidate. This candidate had two oﬃcial
accounts and apart from this, the name “Alejandro Guillier” was tracked. The
problem with this is that the users on twitter misspelled his name as “Guiller”;
hence this was possibly the main source of the problems of the prediction for
this candidate. This tracking error was detected and ﬁxed in the previous days
of the election day. This can be seen in the total of tweets for the candidate in
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the ﬁrst round versus the second round (Tables 1 and 2). Finally, this increase
may also be due to the fact that the diﬀerent left-wing candidates urged their
voters to give their support to Guillier, potentially increasing the discussion on
twitter.
On the other hand, the results obtained in the second round were close to the
electoral results, with an MAE of 0.51% for the Soft Voting Classiﬁer (V2). These
results are attributed to the amendment for tracking the candidate Guillier.
Regarding the raw volume of tweets prediction discussed in [31], low MAE
results were obtained for the primaries. However, when this method was applied
to the other two elections, the prediction distances from the true values as
detailed in Table 6.
Table 6. Mean Absolute Error for raw volumes of tweets analysis.
P. Chile Vamos P. Frente Amplio First round Second round
0.0278

0.0221

0.0673

0.1765

Finally, the lack of a description of the demography of the users, and the
approach that each tweet of the prediction set is a vote towards a candidate
after the classiﬁcation process are issues also detailed by Gayo-Avello. This could
explain easily the high values of MAE obtained in the Frente Amplio’s primary
elections, or the predicted value for J. Kast for the ﬁrst round. Taking the latter
as an example, it could be seen that J. Kast had a very strong political campaign
at the end of the last two weeks before the election as mentioned before. This
increases the number of tweets that express a positive sentiment towards the
candidate. For that reason, it is urgent to look for a better method to model the
vote intention for the Twitter users.

7

Conclusions

In this study three electoral predictions were made through several months of
the year 2017 for the Chilean presidential elections. Supervised learning algorithms were trained with pragmatic sentiment labeled tweets and predicted the
distribution over a prediction set. Hyperparameters tuning for both algorithms
and training/prediction set were conducted from the primaries election and ﬁrst
round, resulting in a ﬁnal accurate prediction with an MAE of 0.51% with the
Soft voting classiﬁer.
One of the main motivations of this study was to make Ex Ante predictions
of the elections, which resulted in a challenging problem. Example of this was
to discover after the ﬁrst round the error of tracking towards the account of the
candidate Guillier, or the failed estimate towards the candidate J. Kast giving
him the second majority. Mostly, this could be one of the ﬂaws detailed by
Gayo-Avello cite Gayo1, which mentions that “all the tweets are trustworthy”.
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This leads to the fact that in the event of making a prediction of this style, factors
such as astroturﬁng and the use of social bots must be taken into account; as
well as the need to make a review of the demographics of users.
As future work, the use of other labels is proposed to improve the performance
of predictive models. As such, this presents a source of information not exploited
in the present study. Other relevant information that can be obtained from the
total tagged corpus, is the use of topic models both to be able to see the political
discourse and the opinions of the Twitter users changing through the electoral
period. In addition to this, it would be interesting to use the topic model words
obtained and assigning them a greater weight when making predictions.
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